Summary
Gorbyte Inc. is transforming the model of how applications are currently developed.
Gorbyte’s GNodes uses a new distributed application model exploiting blockchain technology.
Each user of GNodes has instant, secure access to immutable, uncorrupted blockchain data.

GNodes is the distributed Operating System of the future: the Distributed Operating Environment for
future blockchain applications.
The network implemented by Gorbyte’s GNodes, is a fast and scalable crypto-network solving several
challenges and limitations of existing unpermissioned crypto-networks.
GNodes will provide its customers with Security, Convenience and Services.
GNodes users contribute a small percentage of their processing
power to the network. In exchange, they:
•

have access to no-cost basic services, such as worldwide
money transfers and secret messaging,

•

are provided with a unique verifiable identity without
requiring any private information,

•

are provided with a less volatile currency called Gors,
usable as a fiat currency, and

•

can use blockchain application services provided by
Gorbyte or by any other third party.

Gorbyte will provide GNodes for a discount rate to the unbanked of the world.
More than a billion people in the southern hemisphere will soon have access to the Internet through
low-orbiting satellites. They will be able to use GNodes for no-cost trading with the rest of the world.
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The Future
Gorbyte Inc. is in the business of building the future of blockchain technology: A new generation software
platform providing its end-users with services, security and convenience.
Gorbyte’s GNodes is the system software run by each of our customers. Together, and without
intermediaries, these are the nodes of our scalable crypto-network.
GNodes uses a new distributed application model exploiting blockchain technology and is transforming the
model of how applications are currently developed.

The verifiable data, stored on the blockchain, is instantly and securely available to the user on each node.

The network implemented by GNodes is a new generation, scalable, crypto-network,
providing no-cost, basic financial services and a worldwide non-volatile currency.
Gorbyte uses the MARPLE mechanism that does not require miners or special validators.

Gorbyte’s nodes they participate in the verification of transactions, and in the security of
the blockchain.
They provide a unique digital identity to the owner, without requiring personal information.

GNodes creates a Distributed Operating Environment for scalable blockchain
applications. It provides applications with the identification and verification of the parties
involved, to be able to exchange large quantities of data directly and efficiently.
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Challenges and Solutions
The Challenges at Hand
Many scholars and developers have identified major challenges in current unpermissioned cryptonetworks. Several projects are tackling these challenges at a higher layer, with side chains, sharding,
state channels, and multi-layer networks. There are multiple proposed solutions for each of the
following challenges.
Gorbyte has a conceptually simple and comprehensive solution for these challenges at layer one:

Challenge

Gorbyte solution

Lack of system scalability:

Nodes communicate with only a limited number of peers in
logical environs, independently from the size of the network.

Low number of transactions
per second:

Blocks are equalized by each node and not broadcast.
Each node spends a very short time in processing and can
handle 600 to 6,000 transactions per second.

Lack of network governance:

A polling mechanism is provided for crypto-device owners to
reach agreement on network governance and other issues.
Votes are proportional to the user’s currency holdings.

Loss of blockchain integrity with
network splits due to hard forks:

Hard forks are not possible by design.
Blocks are added synchronously to the blockchain.

Vulnerability of user keys:

GNodes protects user keys with Secure Vaults.
When run on dual environment devices, GNodes
automatically and securely manages user keys.

High cost of network operation
in rewards and fees to miners
or validators:

The MARPLE protocol is distributed.
There is no need for intermediate miners or validators.
Each node participates in block assembly and verification.

Cost in fees and data limitations
of smart contracts:

Entity registrations on the Gorbyte blockchain are
readable and verifiable immediately without the
need to issue transactions on the blockchain.

Cost in fees and data limitations
of blockchain storage:

The identification of nodes introduced by GNodes allows for
distributed applications to be extremely scalable by
exchanging non-critical data off-the-blockchain.

Volatility of the currency:

Gorbyte uses information from the market and reacts to high
demand periods by generating new currency.

The main Gorbyte innovations solving the above challenges can be grouped as:
• Crypto-network Innovations,
• Security Innovations, and
• Identity Innovation.
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Crypto-network Innovations
The key innovation of the GNodes orbyte crypto-network is its distributed protocol:
MARPLE.
All previous consensus protocols were leader based: One node assembled the block to be
added to the blockchain. The block then had to be broadcast to every other node in the
network. Such systems are difficult to scale.
GNode's MARPLE involves every node. Independently from the size of the network, each node achieves
consensus through a recursive process, by cooperating with only a limited set of random peer nodes.
MARPLE, with its related distributed protocols solves the challenges of scalability, throughput, data
integrity and cost of operation. The cost of operation, to the network, is reduced to zero.

Security Innovations
GNodes provides users with their own unique identification. A “virtual device” is
registered on the blockchain for each node. GNodes can run on portable professional
devices and corporate servers. Each GNodes software implements a network node (i.e.,
runs the Gorbyte network software and holds a replica of the blockchain).
The uniqueness and verifiabilty of network nodes running GNodes provide the network
with a defense against majority, multiple identity, and Sybil attacks.
GNodes is designed to be compatible with, and fully exploit the features of, dual-environment devices,
including mobile phones and wearable devices. A dual-environment device, when loaded with GNodes
becomes a user-friendly and absolutely secure crypto-device handling all the security aspects without
user intervention.
GNodes crypto-devices will be tamper-proof and will automatically manage their encryption keys without
user intervention. Dual environment devices, currently being released by mobile manufacturers, are
designed to maintain a separate secure environment for the device critical data, encryption process and
encryption keys.
GNodes crypto-devices provide their owners with a secure hardware wallet. They will include the latest live
biometrics to prevent access by a third party if the device is lost or stolen. Device charging stations act as
cold storage units, by automatically executing backups of the owner’s wallet and secure area.

Identity Innovation
GNodes provide a unique digital identity to their owners, without requiring their personal
information. They maintain user privacy and, at the same time, provide proof of identity
of the device owner for blockchain applications.
The unique identification of the parties involved in distributed applications is a feature
that cannot be provided by current crypto-networks.
This feature allows for further scalability, as these parties can now directly process and exchange large
amounts of data off-the-blockchain.
This model allows GNodes to provide an open Distributed Operating Environment that will support
future distributed blockchain applications requiring the exchange of increasingly large amounts of data.
The owner’s unique identification, when GNodes is loaded on a dual-environment device, allows for

superconnectivity: The instant interaction and cost-free verification of device pairs. An unlimited
number of devices can interact at the same time, without adding a load on the blockchain, on the Internet
or on the cell network. Crypto-devices can meet through Wi-Fi and verify each other by reading their own
blockchain replica without executing transactions on the blockchain.
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The GNodes Crypto-Network
Replication of Verified Identical Data
The replication and verification of identical data is a key characteristic of the
blockchain. This concept was first implemented by Bitcoin.
The problem of replicating data correctly in a faulty environment, called the Byzantine Generals problem,
has been studied since 1982 by many researchers in academia1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.
The development of Bitcoin, almost thirty years later, proved that an original, practical approach was
possible and could be successful in creating a working fault tolerant network for financial transactions.
Gorbyte provides a different practical solution, as described below.

The MARPLE Protocol
The main innovation of Gorbyte are the mechanisms by which nodes agree on, and equalize the block
replicas to be linked to the blockchain.
The kernel of these mechanisms is the MARPLE
protocol: a Majority Agreement Recursive
Protocol based on Logical Environs.
Gorbyte distinguishes itself in the
decentralization aspect of block
assembly and equalization.
Every transaction is already
broadcast to every node.
Thus, each node can reach a
progressive level of agreement
on the block composition by
recursively comparing its block
outline with the outlines of peer
nodes within its Logical Environs.
The equalization process that follows,
will then ensure that each node conforms
to the agreed block outline.

Why a Cooperative Protocol
All blockchain consensus mechanisms devised so
far for unpermissioned crypto-networks , such as
Proof of Work or Proof of Stake,
are leader-based consensus protocols.
They count on a competition or an election of
a leader node (i.e., a miner node among a group of
miners or a verifier node among a group of verifiers)
that is responsible for broadcasting
the current block to every other node in
the network.
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Instead of a leader-based protocol, Gorbyte uses
cooperative protocols that involve all nodes
and which guarantee the exact replica of a
block on every node.
This allows the Gorbyte network to:
•

reduce its processing requirements
The processing requirements for Gorbyte
protocols are very small, thus the main
limiting factor is not the processing speed
of the node devices, but their download
speed when receiving transactions;

•

reduce its communication requirements
All transactions are broadcast only once, plus
occasional re-transmissions and re-initializations.
The protocol requires only very short messages to be transmitted to a limited number of nodes;

•

provide a much higher throughput
Gorbyte can achieve a throughput: one hundred to one thousand times higher than first generation
crypto-networks;

•

achieve scalability of the network
No processing competition is needed and no difficulty level needs to be maintained artificially high.
Thus the throughput will increase along with technological advances and the average download
speed of devices;

•

provide no-cost financial transactions
No rewards need to be paid to miners or verifiers, since all nodes verify transactions (just as it was in
Bitcoin before specialized miners started using ASIC processors).

A No-cost Service Model
The Gorbyte network has a zero operation cost since it uses cooperative protocols that do not require
miners/verifiers, but rather involve all nodes.
As a consequence, GNodes provides its owners with many blockchain integral services including, but not
limited to, the services offered by first generation crypto-networks such as Bitcoin or Ethereum, but with
one difference:
These services are provided by
GNodes at no cost.
Instead of the network paying rewards
to miners or validators, the GNodes
network offers free services to its
users. In exchange, users allow their
device to automatically cooperate as a
full node of the network.
More complex distributed applications will be required to pay a fee to the network in relation to the
resources used. The proceeds from these fees are distributed to all wallet owners in proportion to their
holdings.
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Security
It is important to achieve the maximum amount of security in the following areas:
•

Security and verification of transactions,

•

Network security,

•

Security of encryption keys, and

•

Security of personal information.

Security and Verification of Transactions
GNodes uses the following security and verification
functionality, similarly to other crypto-networks:
•

Broadcasting of transactions and assembly into blocks;

•

Maintaining the immutability of the blockchain;

•

Encryption of transactions;

•

Verification of transactions; and

•

Transaction protocols for basic financial transactions.

Security of Transaction Critical Information
When a new transaction is requested by a user in any node, GNodes broadcasts it to the network of peer
nodes. The critical information, that must be hidden from view in each transaction such as signatures and
key hashes, is encrypted.
Encryption
Encryption guarantees that an observer
of the node-to-node communication
traffic will not be able to read (in the
clear) those elements of a transaction
that are hidden.
GNodes , similarly to other cryptonetworks, uses the Elliptic Curve Digital
Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) for public
key authentication.
However, as technology advances, its
encryption method can be changed
through its governance mechanism.
For example, it will be easy to switch
encryption method to one of the postquantum cryptography algorithms.
For public key encryption to occur, a set of two keys need to be generated and used, a private key and a
public key. Private keys are randomly generated strings of 256 bits. Public keys are mathematically derived
from the private key.
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Network Security
Current crypto-networks guarantee the immutability
of the network against malicious majority attacks through
leader-based protocols, such as Proof of
Work (PoW) Proof, of Stake (PoS) or many variations
on the theme (PoC, PoET, PoI, PoB, PoI, etc.).
A reward is given to a subset of miners or validators
to verify transactions and assemble blocks.
GNodes does not use intermediary nodes. It maintains
the integrity of the blockchain through a cooperative
majority agreement process.
A node cannot propose a block composition to other nodes
without fully participating in the various protocols that are
part of the GNodes cooperative consensus mechanism.
In addition, GNodes uses Blockchain-Registered Unique Devices (virtual or hardware BRUD devices), to
avoid malicious attacks based on multiple transactions from one node (DoS attacks), or majority attacks
based on proliferation of identities (Sybil attacks).
The uniqueness of the BRUD device is guaranteed by the procedure for registration of the BRUD device on
the blockchain by the device suppliers (virtual or hardware), and by the verification of the uniqueness of
the device performed by peer nodes of the GNodes network.
The description of how GNodes guarantees the uniqueness of BRUD devices and prevents their
proliferation can be found in the BRUD Device Architecture document, available upon request.
BRUD devices will be supported by GNodes, much the same as other integrated accessory devices.
BRUD devices will evolve to include different models, as technical progress is made in biometric research,
so that the device cannot be used if lost or stolen.

Security of Encryption Keys
In current crypto-networks the management of encryption keys is left to the user. This has often resulted
in security breaches. With GNodes a “Secure Vault” algorithm is provided to remove the ability of attackers
to steal the user’s funds, even if the keys are hacked. This is a significant step forward.
In crypto-devices running GNodes,
e.g., dual-environment mobile phones by
major manufacturers, wallets and keys are
secured by hardware. This provides both
extreme security and user friendliness.
The dual CPU hardware architecture of
these devices, is used by GNodes to
maintain critical information separate and
inaccessible from the running environment,
even during the process of encryption.
The management of keys is handled
transparently by the device and keys are
inaccessible even to the device owner. Crypto-devices are tamper-proof. If lost or stolen, they cannot be
used by anyone else, because of their biometric binding to their owner.
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Security of Personal Information
GNodes creates a unique identity for
each person or corporate entity
owning thr node software.
No personal information needs to be
collected from users to provide them
with the network’s Integral Services.
Thus, within GNodes the security of
personal information is guaranteed in
the most inviolable possible way.
For example, users will be able to
interact with IoT devices, without
remembering passwords, account
numbers or ID’s and without
divulging any personal information,
such as name, SSN number, date of
birth, or the like.
When GNodes is loaded on a mobile or wearable device, automatic Wi-Fi connection to IoT devices in the
immediate vicinity will authorize user access to physical and virtual restricted areas as they approach.
However, general distributed applications using the GNodes DOE (GApps) may want to know more from the
customer for their own reasons, e.g., KYC policies. In those cases, the application will have to acquire the
customer’s trust and demonstrate to the customer that their level of privacy protection is adequate, before
the user may share any private information with such applications.
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Identity of Nodes and Users
Gorbyte’s Identity Model
Gorbyte Inc. has developed an Identity Model for its Blockchain. This model builds on
the concepts described in the Gorbyte BRUD Architecture document 9, and supports
Gorbyte’s general application architecture for the blockchain 10 (Documents available upon request).
The uniqueness of identity is useful for both personal identity, without infringing on user privacy, and
providing the functionality required by distributed applications. This model is the foundation for compliance
and cooperation with legal authorities. Other networks are instead striving to achieve absolute anonymity.

Uniqueness of Personal Identity
The use of biometric technology is more secure than other authorization procedures using passwords or
ID’s. It does not require communicating, sharing or storing security information outside of the user device.
Biometric technology also respects users’ privacy, as it does not require divulging the name or private
information of the user.
For example, a financial institution using a Virtual Private Blockchain
Network to provide services to their customers will be able to rely on
the identification guaranteed by GNodes. They will not have to create
their own user verification procedures. Other ‘Know Your Customer’
(KYC) information that the financial institution may need from their
customer is independent from the customer identification challenge.
Finally, biometric technology is more convenient, as it does
not require the user to remember security information.

Addressability and uniqueness for Distributed Applications
A fundamental functionality needed by general distributed
applications is the ability to address peer parties (nodes, devices,
users, programs, servers, service providers, autonomous robots,
etc.). Furthermore, in most cases these various parties need to be
uniquely identifiable.
GNodes achieves both addressability and unique identity of
nodes and users.
Current unpermissioned crypto-networks have a severe limitation
because they do not solve the challenges of identity and
addressability. As a result, they can support either a) one-time
transactions between anonymous peers, or b) smart contracts11
running on the blockchain, with all the limitations in processing,
throughput and storage that this implies.
The majority of general distributed applications, that use the
services of the blockchain will require considerable processing
and storage.
By solving the challenges of identity and addressability, the total
resource requirements for future applications on the blockchain
could be reduced by several orders of magnitude.
This will contribute to the organic scalability of crypto-networks.
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Services, Convenience and Security
Rewarding the End Users
Instead of paying rewards and fees to miners or validators, the GNodes provides no-cost services to its
owner, such as no-cost transactions, secure messaging and distributed application services.
In return, the owners contribute a small percentage of their devices’ processing power to act as nodes of
the GNodes network.

Services Provided to the End-user:
•

No cost basic financial transactions;

•

A wallet and a savings account;

•

Non-volatile currency;

•

No cost secure encrypted messaging;

•

Cold storage wallet provided by its
charging station; and…

•

ready for distributed applications.

Convenience for the End-user:
•

A unique identity worldwide;

•

No password or ID to remember;

•

No personal information required;

And, when GNodes runs on a dual environment device:
•

Automatic handling of device encryption keys;

•

Automatic backup/restore to its cold storage station, while charging.

Security for the End-user:
•

Standard crypto-network secure
transactions and encryption;

•

No need to find and trust a currency
Exchange to hold your wallet;

•

Virus-free software environment through
component blockchain registration;

•

No need to communicate with a proxy
Miner/verifier node;

•

Secure, if lost or stolen, by virtue of voice
recognition and live voice authentication;

And, when GNodes runs on a dual environment
device:
•

Device security provided by hardware;

•

Physically tamper resistant.
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Integral Services Provided to All GNodes Users
These services are included at no cost in GNodes:
Basic financial transactions:
the ability to move money and
make payments, without any cost
or fees, anywhere in the world;
The ability to perform
blockchain contracts;
The ability to register entities
(assets, hardware devices,
software components) on the
blockchain;
The ability to participate, as an
identifiable party, in a Virtual Private
Blockchain Network, such as a private
network of a financial institution;
Be automatically identified by
any other blockchain application, or IoT
device as a unique user, without the need of
passwords, ID, or any personal information;
Automatic participation in the
proceeds from fees charged by the
network for running distributed applications;
A less volatile currency, usable
in contracts, invoices, salaries,
pensions, loans, etc.;
The ability to participate in
automatic, weighted polls
for network governance.

The first of the services above, the ability to move
money, is comparable to the services provided by
current crypto-networks. However, GNodes does
not require a trusted third party to hold the user’s
wallet, and charges no fees for simple transactions.
A transaction fee is required by the network for more
complex distributed processing applications.
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Entity Registration
GNodes’s ability to register entities on the blockchain allows for registration of
devices, software components and assets without using a smart contract, that is
without using an object running on the blockchain. Initial registration, change of
encryption keys, and update operations are provided for this service as primitives
of the crypto-network.
The advantages of providing such a service are:
•

Higher security: GNodes users will avoid all the risks associated with smart contracts and the risk
of losing their assets.

•

Faster and less costly: The computation costs related to smart contracts are mostly avoided.

Smart contracts may include fairly complex logic and cannot be easily read by just examining the
blockchain. If an application needs to know something related to a contract, it needs to issue an inquiry
transaction. This implies processing and data replication on all blockchain nodes. This model is costly.
GNodes registration objects are instead readable from the local device, without involving communication
or changes to the blockchain.
This is a fundamental improvement, as the registration feature will be heavily used in person-to-IoT and
IoT-to-IoT communication, and in many other applications.

A Less Volatile, More Usable Currency
GNodes’ re-based currency (Gors) provides an elastic money supply, to
counteract periods of increasing demand.
The rationale for an elastic money supply, is to:
1.

achieve a reduction of currency fluctuations; and

2.

provide for more stable prices.

The first objective is to prevent those conditions that discourage potential users of the currency and give
rise to speculative currency trading based on short term variations in value.
However, longer term speculative trading may be an efficient method for correcting imbalances in the
value of the currency.
The second objective is to encourage the acceptance of the currency for:
•
•
•

contracts, such as salaries, rental agreements, mortgages, etc.;
currency uses where consumers may be weary of an unstable digital currency, such as pensions,
benefits, savings, etc.; and
financial estimates in the areas of forecasting, setting consumer prices, estimating costs,
comparing suppliers, appraisals, etc.

The above objectives are accomplished without the need of a central monetary authority and with a much
shorter reaction time. Indications of demand from currency Exchanges are averaged, statistically
smoothed out and taken into consideration within minutes. When necessary, the increase on the number of
Gors in peoples’ wallets takes effect immediately.
The GNodes currency will be much less volatile than other crypto-currencies and more secure for the user.
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Integral Services of a GNodes crypto-device
As we mentioned, a crypto-device is a dual-environment device loaded with Gnodes. The first cryptodevice released by Gorbyte Inc. will be the BRDG, running on dual-environment mobile phones.
Crypto-devices, in addition to the integral functionality of all nodes, will provide the user with additional
functionality and security, such as:
A tamper-proof hardware
wallet serving as a no-fee,
interest bearing savings account.
Immediate verification of payments;
The ability to exchange
absolutely secure messages
among verified peer users;

User-friendly and secure
management of the user’s keys (wallet)
and the device keys
transparently to the user;
A biometric pairing between
the device and the user, in case
the device is lost or stolen;
Backup station: One or multiple backup
stations can be used to automatically
backup the user wallet on a cold storage
wallet, or restore it to a new device,
in case the user device is lost, stolen or broken.

Superconnectivity: The instant interaction
and cost-free verification of device pairs, meeting
through WiFi, including IoT devices running GNodes.

For a description of future applications, such as the applications of superconnectivity, and general
distributed blockchain applications, please refer to the Gorbyte planning documents.
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